
Monday, May 11 Read 1 Peter 2:15-25 

While Peter is certainly not advocating suffering as 

something good, how does the section starting at v.19 

give strength to the injunctions offered in vv.15-18?  

How does knowing that we live primarily as witnesses 

to the grace, love and redemptive power of Christ help 

us focus our resources and face challenges? ________ 

____________________________________________ 

Give some examples of how this works in your person-

al life. _______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

Tuesday, May 12 Read Psalm 23 

What are the “green pastures’ and ‘still waters’ God 

has brought you to in your life and that give you peace 

and comfort in times of difficulty? List them and lift a 

prayer of thanksgiving. _________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

____________________________________________ What is the significance of being led “for His name’s 

sake?” ___________________________________________________________________________________  

_________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the practical implications for you of such a direction and leadership?  How are you responding? 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wednesday, May 13 Read Isaiah 53 

This is the song of the suffering servant, understood as a prophecy of the sort of Messiah Jesus would be.  

Peter points out that, as His Body, we too must follow this model (1 Peter 2:22-24).  Not that we necessarily 

seek suffering but how do challenges cultivate both trust and an outward view? ________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Scripture: 1 Peter 2:15-25 (*CEV) 

1. We use our God-given freedom properly by 

 A. Treating others with dignity 

B. Practicing an overflowing love within the 

Christian fellowship 

C. Doing all in a way that honors God 

D. Being upstanding citizens and members of 

the larger community. 

 

2. We accept that the Christian life is a challenging 

 one…but one in which even suffering brings us 

 closer to God. 

 

* Contemporary English Version.   For a wide selection 

 of Biblical versions and translations, go to 

 www.biblegateway.com 



Why is that important? ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thursday, May 14 Read John 10:1-10 

Jesus reminds us here that we are all part of His flock but ultimately it is the leadership and grace of Christ that 

makes such community possible.  Too often we see the church as something that serves us- offering comfort, 

entertainment and service. How is keeping Jesus central different from receiving the certain blessings Jesus 

offers? ______________________________________________________________________________________  

How is trusting and following Jesus critical for abundant living? ________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

   

Friday, May 15 Read Acts 2:42-47 

This is the scripture’s first description of life among the earliest body of believers.  Certainly our world is much 

different today but what about our church practices is similar and what is different? _______________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Is there a broader approach to life and a world-view here that can be applied to all Christians in all times? _____ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

What part do you play in your church’s community life? ______________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Saturday, May 16 Read James 4:1-8 

James takes a similar, if somewhat more harsh, stance as 1 Peter.  According to the first three verses, what is the 

weakness of the people to whom he is writing? _____________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Remember, he’s writing to a church!  Where do we fall into a similar temptation and what are some ways God 

can help us out of it? __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

‘  


